
Additional courses

On 24 September 2015 we offer a one day course covering 
“Two- and three-dimensional image analysis with Mathematica”. 
In spring 2016 we offer an introductory workshop to Mathematica.

Furthermore we are planning advanced one day courses covering the 
following topics:

• User interfaces
  Dynamic variables, layout, control elements, input, output
• Interfacing with external hardware
  National Instruments, Arduino, DrDAQ, .NET Gadgeteer
• Project management
  Module, packages, Wolfram Workbench
• Presentations
  Layout, style sheets, interactive animations, pros and cons with respect to PowerPoint

If you are interested in the introductory course or one of the day courses or have further suggestions for one day 
courses, please send an email to sabine.fischer@physikalischebiologie.de.

www.wolfram.com  www.wolframalpha.com  www.eigenwelten.com  www.physikalischebiologie.de

Statistical data analysis with Mathematica Prof. Dr. Ernst H.K. Stelzer, Physikalische Biologie, BMLS, IZN, FB15
stelzer@bio.uni-frankfurt.de, Tel +49 (69) 798 42547

Dr. Sabine Fischer, Physikalische Biologie, BMLS, IZN, FB15
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Information about Mathematica

The computer software Mathematica provides an outstanding tool for everyone who needs to apply approved math-
ematical methods. Mathematica is based on a closed environment, in which it is possible to apply the methods of 
analysis, linear algebra, number theory, ... as well as numerical methods, two and three dimensional image process-
ing, accessing data bases, CUDA and controlling complex devices. Wolfram|Alpha and Apple‘s Siri voice control are 
based on Mathematica. Its capability of generating high quality graphics is of particular interest. 

Date & Location

The course takes place on 23 September 2015 from 9 am until 5 pm 
at Biologicum, Room 0.406 (Biopool).

Programme

 1. Importing and handling data
 2. Analysing categorical data
 3. Analysing time series data

The course consists of several 45 min talks combined with hands-on exercises. There 
will be several tutors to help with the exercises. Mathematica is installed on all the com-
puters in the Biopool. It is also possible to bring your own laptop but you would require 
your own Mathematica license. The aim of the course is that at the end of the day each 
participant can apply the learned methods unassistedly.

Participants

The course is open to all students and employees of the university, independent of 
their department. Participants should have a basic knowledge of Mathematica. If you are 
interested in the course, please send an email to 
sabine.fischer@physikalischebiologie.de, stating the title of the course, your name, sub-
ject and semester or your position at the university. Please note that the course is not com-
pulsory and therefore no credits can be obtained.

Tutors

Ernst H.K. Stelzer
... has studied Physics and was working at the EMBL in Heidelberg from 1983 until 2011. Since March 2011 he is 
working at the Goethe University. He has been using Mathematica for his research for more than 20 years. His daily 
use of Mathematica includes analytical calculations as well as processing large stacks of images. Currently, his main 
technical interests are image processing and controlling devices of different complexity. His scientific interests are 
optics, stochastic processes in physics and biology as well as three dimensional biology and specific questions in 
developmental biology.  
Sabine Fischer
... is interested in mathematical biology and has been working as a postdoc at the Goethe University since 
October 2011. She uses Mathematica as a tool for image processing and modelling biological systems. 
Her main scientific interest is identifying basic mechanisms in biology, in particular in cell biology. 


